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A new Chair….

Alan Clarke has been hard at work restoring one “chair”. News inside of another change of chair….
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From the Editor….
The breaking news is that Jamie has stepped down as Chairman – please see his Chairman’s
Report. We hope that Jamie will continue to be involved with the signal box as far as possible,
however, for the moment, his workload in his employment is heavy. Dick and myself have taken
on the role of (Acting) Co-Chairmen until the Friend’s AGM in August, when the election of
Chairman falls due. We look forward to leading the Friends during this time and until a new
chairman is elected, and to facilitate progress on several things we need to push forward, not
least, the Education Building, to which end Jamie is staying on the committee to focus on
completing this project.
On behalf of the Friends, I would like to thank Jamie for all his good work over the past four-anda-half years. He has made a notable contribution to ensuring our financial stability, helped us
acquire signalling components, contributed to the vision of the Education Building and of a
weekend working day, and to how we may develop safe working practices for the many areas of
practical work that the Friends are doing. His enthusiasm for the signal box, railway signalling,
and how we can further develop ‘educational’ and interactive exhibits for the enjoyment of our
visitors is always evident. So, we hope, Jamie, you’ll return to a more active role when time
allows….
Now to other news. Dick gives his usual report on open days and events, including the recent
model railway exhibition weekend, and also writes on some enterprising eBay sales. Adrian
writes about the manufacture of replica signalling parts – an important activity when we’re
unable to source original parts, and one in which careful design, selection and assembly of
materials helps us to achieve an authentic look and operation of our signals.
Two more Friends tell us about themselves in our Knowing Me, Knowing You series. One of
these, Malcolm Moore, has agreed to be co-opted onto the committee.
And, finally, it’s that time of year when Neil supplements his membership report with a bit of
bird watching….
Wishing everyone a happy Spring and I hope, myself, to get down to the site to catch up with you
and with activity ‘at the coal face’ a bit more often this year.
Peter Chatfield, Newsletter Editor

Events and Open Days
Dick Hewett, President and Acting (Co-)Chairman, writes:
The 2022 season of Open Days began on Saturday 15th January with a large gathering of
volunteers on the basis that there wouldn’t be many visitors. We were wrong on that score – 37
visitors graced us with their presence, keeping the team busy throughout the day. Indeed, most
of Dave’s cake was gone by lunchtime.
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Since then we have had two more open days in February, and then last weekend (the first in
March) we opened twice to accompany the annual model railway exhibition in the Crosfield Hall.
A live interview on Radio Solent last Saturday morning prompted a number of visitors, and our
display boards at the Crosfield Hall also generated extra interest, with the result that we had 129
visitors over the two days, a record for the early March weekend.
I’m pleased to say that sufficient volunteers are coming forward to staff the site, several of
whom are rapidly learning the skills to present to visitors either in Romsey box or on Cowley
Bridge Junction. This is important, because inevitably some volunteers sadly have to withdraw
when anno domino catches up with them, and that is the case with David and Marion Canning,
who have decided to retire from assisting at Romsey. I wrote a long article about them in the
August issue of The Signal, but suffice to say we will be eternally grateful to them for their 30
years of contributions to Open Days at Romsey, and operating Cowley Bridge Junction at
exhibitions in the 1990s.

Update and News from the Chairman
Jamie Brooker writes:
Hello everyone, I hope you had a pleasant Christmas and a nice break. I had an enjoyable time
with friends and family and made the most of the time off.
However, with the return to work, I have seen a significant increase in my workload and this has
had an impact on the amount of time I can give to the signal box. At the moment it’s unclear
how this is going to pan out over the next few months and it’s unfair on you, the members, and
my fellow committee members to not be able to give the required time to allow things to
progress. It’s is with this in mind that I need to take a break from the role and after discussing
this with the committee, leave you in the capable hands of my colleagues, Peter and Dick, both
ex-chairpersons, who will split the tasks between them, and I know they can give more time to
the role than I currently can.
For the time being, I won’t be straying far from the nest and hope this much needed break will
enable me to make more visits to the site on open days. You’ll no doubt hear from me again
later in the year when we can announce how things are progressing. Thank you everyone for
your support, I hope to see you all very soon!

eBay sales
Dick Hewett writes:
We had put aside some unwanted items – the metal gate from top of the signal box stairs, and
two fork lift waggons - under the tunnel for disposal, expecting them to go to the tip or
wherever. However, new member and Wednesday volunteer Derek decided there was money to
be made out of them. Thus, he and his daughter Lucy together disposed of the items by selling
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them all on eBay, raising over £100. It was suggested we give her a cake as thanks - and Dave
baked a very special one!

In time-honoured fashion, the presentation of cake….

Faking it up!
Adrian Birtles writes on the reproduction of signalling parts:
Romsey Signal Box Museum has been fortunate in the gifts of railway equipment it has received
that have made the present realistic scene at the site possible. However, some of these came
inevitably with parts missing and, over the last year or two, some effort has been put into
making good these deficiencies. Original parts for historic signals, etc, are sometimes available
on the market but in a hit-and-miss way and, almost invariably, they are costly.
We resolved, therefore, to see if we could make reproduction parts. Of course, strictly speaking,
these are not historically accurate, but they complete the overall picture, which seems much
better than leaving gaps. Nonetheless, if anyone knows an affordable source of the real things,
just let us know!
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The principal missing items were: the characteristic cruciform finials on the LSWR “Invisible
lattice” posts of signals Nos 5 (Romsey Down Branch home) & 13 (Romsey Up Branch starter); the
lamp brackets and lamp cases for Signals Nos 3 (Romsey Down starter) & 13, and also for the
GWR-pattern lower-quadrant signal operated by the ground frame; access ladders and platforms
for signals Nos 5 & 13; and a balance weight for signal No 13. Providing reproductions for these
items was tackled as follows.
We have one original LSWR cruciform finial on signal No 4 (Romsey Down Branch distant); this is
a one-piece cast iron item which could have been used as a model to make a pattern for casting
more finials; however, that would be a very expensive process for a production run of only two
castings. Fortunately, through contacts of Dave Trewern, we were able to adopt the more
economical alternative of having the new finials fabricated from steel sheet; the appearance is
not precisely the same as the original, but a pretty good representation.

(Left) Genuine L&SWR signal post finial

(Right) Reproduction L&SWR signal post
finial

We also have original Southern Railway signal lamp casings and brackets on signals N os 4 & 5, as
well as one spare bracket; these too are complicated iron castings, so we decided to have one
new bracket fabricated from steel and to make the lamp casings ourselves, mainly from epoxyresin-coated plywood; the latter are quite a good match for the originals but will not be so
durable.

(Left) Genuine SR signal lamp case

(Right) Reproduction SR signal lamp case
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We had no model for a GWR pattern signal lamp, but photos show
that most were cylindrical, albeit of various sizes. We decided to
make something that would “look the part” even if not an exact
replica, and this was made mainly from plastic pipe and aluminium
sheet. The lamp bracket was made from epoxy-coated timber. The
provision of these lamp cases has enabled all the signals at the
museum to be illuminated using LED lamps.
(Right) GWR-style signal lamp case

Fortunately, the museum store contained some genuine steel signal
ladder and two signal platform handrail stanchions. Signal No 13
having a short post, it was decided to bolt a length of ladder direct to
the post, as was often prototype practice for short-posted signals.
(Left) Ladder, signal No 13

(Right) Ladder, signal No 5
Signal No 5 has a taller post and
definitely needed a platform; the
frame for this was made from steel
angle, bent drilled and bolted, with
decking timber for the platform
itself and steel flat for the
handrails; the top of the ladder is
attached to the angle frame.

(Left) Balance weight, signal No 13
A dummy balance weight for signal No 13 was made from
epoxy-coated timber; fortunately, the short wire run
from the Box to this signal does not necessitate a heavier
weight.
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Work on site
Dick Hewett reports on some of the latest projects undertaken on the site:
Adrian’s fencing smartens the end of the line

A new level crossing warning…

John and Bev keep the existing fence in good repair

Derek working the “Jim Crow” to bend some rodding
to complete the fencing by the level crossing…

Does Dick
know what
he’s
doing?……

The new fence attached, next to the restored railpost and sign
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‘Knowing Me, Knowing You’
Following on from Noah and Aaron, who introduced themselves in November, please welcome
on board our next two participants….

Malcolm
Please tell us a bit about yourself and how you came to volunteer at the signal box.
My name is Malcolm Moore and I’ve lived in Romsey off and on since 1979. I lived in Belgium
several years where I worked on a large European Project using French as part of my job. That’s
gone rusty now! In 2006 I left my company then took up volunteering with the Hants and Isle of
Wight Air Ambulance and joined various social organisations. At the U3A I met fellow signal box
members Dick Hewett and Janet Payne who encouraged me to volunteer here.
What things were you doing when you started volunteering here?
Dick allocated me to the locking room, and on the front desk, and I learnt a bit of the history of
the box and of signalling, especially from David Canning. I’m still learning about operating the
signal box and several of our younger volunteers, in particular, have been very helpful in sharing
their knowledge.
(Left) Malcolm working no 13 Branch signal

(Below) On the train register
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What do you like about RSB?
I enjoy working with people – both volunteers and visitors to the signal box. It’s enjoyable to
contribute to the smooth operation of the signal box, and it’s good when visitors think their visit
has been worthwhile.
What interests do you have other than the signal box?
My other interests are bowls, the U3A including the U3A Industrial Heritage Group, Probus and
walking in the countryside.
Is there anything else you’d like to say?
I’m comfortable talking to the public, however, I see myself as a ‘jack of all trades and master of
none’ at the signal box. Editor: I think Malcolm’s being a bit modest here – I think there’s plenty
of ingredients here for him to become one of our experts, if he isn’t already by the time you read
this….!

Garth
Please tell us a bit about yourself and how you came to volunteer at the signal box.
I’m Garth Long and I moved from Bristol to Southampton in 1989. I worked at the School of
Nursing at Southampton General Hospital before it relocated to Southampton University, then
worked for the NMC (Nursing and Midwifery Council) before retiring in 2011.
I’ve had a long-time interest in railways. I initially volunteered on the Dart Valley Railway in the
1970s, but for the last 25 years I have been a volunteer signalman on the Mid-Hants Railways
(Watercress Line). I believe I heard about Romsey Signal Box there. I met Dick Hewett in the
early-mid 1990s around the time when the signal box had 24-hour marathon operating events.
What do you remember about those earlier days of the signal box?
We’d turn up and spend much of the time strimming weeds. At one stage, the box was
operating on a wing and a prayer, and there was talk of it being removed to the Mid-Hants or to
the Swanage Railway – however, the Buildings Preservation Trust didn’t want the signal box to
be moved out of Romsey. To his credit Dick persevered and managed to recruit more volunteers
which really turned everything around. The big projects were the Pavilion (now our café) and
getting running water.
What volunteering did you do in those days?
Operating the signal box and the simulator. I also arranged three or four members operating
days to which members of the Mid-Hants and Swanage were invited. We used to have a lot of
faults with the signal box equipment and I had discussions with Mike Walshaw (Swanage) about
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these. Mike kindly agreed to form an S&T (signal and telegraph) group, and they worked for
several years to rectify the faults. This was really useful because failed equipment was
detracting from the visitor experience in demonstrations.
You’ve got a story about a 24-hour marathon operating event….
Yes - Jim Russell from the Mid-Hants had just finished the night turn at the box, and I was taking
over for the day turn. Then, someone from Balfour Beattie arrived and said ‘I’ve got to make this
delivery – is the line under occupation? – who’s in charge?’ We tried to explain that the signal
box was nothing to do with the actual railway, but the guy got exasperated and walked off. Jim
and I just couldn’t believe what we had witnessed!
What interests do you have other than the signal box?
I like transport, history, aviation, ships, military, ornithology and visiting National Trust places.
I’ve also been involved in restoring the gardens of a recreation ground in Southampton. I am
also a freelance tour manager with Great Rail Journeys leading tours in Europe and the UK.
Is there anything else you’d like to add?
I’d like to get to grips with Cowley Bridge Junction, especially the auto-working, the youngsters
put me to shame! However, it’s good that Romsey Signal Box isn’t all about enthusiasts – it has
an ethos of attracting people with varying interests. It’s good that it’s attracted youngsters,
including those with differing needs and abilities. It’s widened my interest in railway history in
the area, and I’ve enjoyed meeting other folks and the friendly atmosphere. It’s just amazing to
see what has been achieved in the last few years.

Above: Garth with an SR Schools class
loco on the Mid-Hants
Right: On the LSWR Stevens frame
at Alresford (Mid-Hants)
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Membership Report;
Neil Kearns, Membership Secretary, writes:
We have a total of 91 members and welcome the new members who have joined in the last few
months.
Membership subscriptions are due on the 1st April for the year starting 1st April 2022 and I am
happy to take renewals before that date. The membership fee of £10 (£5 for under 15's) can be
paid as cash to Dick or myself on open days, or by cheque (payable to "Friends of Romsey Signal
Box") posted to Neil Kearns, 38 Arundel Road, Boyatt Wood, Eastleigh, Hants, SO50 4PQ, or by
Bank Transfer to Sort Code 30-97-14, account 01037221 with the reference of your name and
Subs. Can you please let me know by email when you have paid by bank transfer to cross check
the online banking.

Bird Watching Notes
Neil Kearns, writes:
Bird watching notes: I have finally cleared out and cleaned both nest boxes. Both had been
occupied by Blue Tits last year judging by the blue and yellow feathers. For more exotic visitors, I
have seen a Peregrine Falcon overhead during January and heard Redwings passing overhead in
the twilight.

Redwing (Pinterest)

Peregrine falcon (Flikr)
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Open Days and Dates for your Diary 2022
Please see our website for up-to-date information: romseysignalbox.org.uk.
Our advertised programme of open days is as follows:

Planned Open Days 2022 (as at 8/3/22)
March

Saturday 19th

April

Sunday 3rd; Saturday 16th

May

Sunday 1st; Saturday 21st

June

Sunday 5th; Saturday 18th

July

Sunday 3rd; Saturday 16th

August

Sunday 7th; Saturday 20th

September

Sunday 4th; Saturday 17th & Sunday 18th (Heritage Open Days
weekend – free admission both days)

October

Sunday 2nd; Saturday 15th

November

Sunday 6th; Saturday 19th

December 2022

Sunday 4th

Contributions of articles and photographs for the next edition are welcome, please forward them
to the Newsletter Editor at: info@romseysignalbox.org.uk
(Please note that copyright may apply to some photographs if sourced via the internet.
If you submit photos taken by someone other than yourself, please kindly check with them if
they wish their name to be credited to the photo.)
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